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ABSTRACT 
The paper is concerned with boundedness properties of nonlinear superposition operators 
generated by multi-valued functions f: Q x IRm +.?(R”) between ideal spaces (Banach lattices) of 
vector functions. In particular, sufficient conditions on the spaces X and Y are given under which 
any superposition operator from X into a(Y) is locally bounded or bounded on bounded sets. 
The present paper is concerned with boundedness properties of multi-valued 
nonlinear superposition operators in ideal spaces of vector functions. Although 
ideal spaces of scalar functions have been extensively studied (see, for instance, 
the detailed references in the books [S], [6], [7], [9]), in the vector case such 
spaces have been introduced [lo] and studied (see e.g. [13], [14]) only quite 
recently. Important examples of ideal spaces arising in applications are Orlicz 
spaces (see e.g. [8], [ll], [12]). The results presented in this paper may be con- 
sidered as natural higher-dimensional and multi-valued extensions of cor- 
responding results from [2], see also Chapter 2 of [l]. However, the structure 
of the spaces and operators we are going to study is much more complicated 
than in the single-valued scalar case, and several new features occur here. Thus, 
the multi-valued higher-dimensional theory presented here is by no means a 
straightforward generalization of the single-valued scalar theory. 
1. IDEAL SPACES OF VECTOR FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we shall briefly recall some facts from the theory of ideal 
spaces of vector functions which will be needed in the sequel. Let D be an ar- 
bitrary non-empty set, .,H some a-algebra of subsets of Q, p a complete non- 
negative a-finite and countably additive measure on JZ, and pu* some 
normalized measure which is equivalent to ,U (i.e. has the same null sets). It is 
known that one may represent Q as a disjoint union of a “continuous” part 
52’ and a “discrete” part Qd, i.e. ,LI is atomic-free on Qc and purely atomic on 
Qd. By S(Q, lRk) we denote the (complete) metric space of all (classes of) 
measurable functions on D with values in fRk, equipped with the metric in- 
duced by convergence in measure (see e.g. [4]), and equipped with the pairing 
(1) (x, Y > = S (x(4, _WbMs), 
R 
where (.,.) denotes the usual scalar product in lRk. In what follows, we denote 
by .9( V) (resp.Cl( V), Cp( V), Cv( I’), ClCv( V), CpCv( V)) the class of all (resp. 
all closed, compact, convex, closed convex, compact convex) non-empty 
subsets of a metric linear space V. All multi-valued maps (called “multis” in 
the sequel, for short), we are going to study take their values in one of these 
classes. 
Let us call a multi B: Q--+ C1(lRk) Castaing-measurable if it admits a 
Castaing representation, i.e. a countable family of (single-valued) measurable 
selections 6, of B such that the set {b,(s) : n = 1,2, . ..} is dense in B(s) for 
almost all s E Q. It is well-known [3] that Castaing-measurability is equivalent 
to the usual measurability of multis. 
A Banach space XC S(Q, Rk) with norm 11 . Ilx is called ideal space if the rela- 
tions xeX and BE L,(Q, R) (the space of all real essentially bounded func- 
tions on a), imply that also BXE X and IIOxllx~ llt911L, ljxllx. Examples of ideal 
spaces are Lebesgue spaces, Orlicz spaces (which arise in the study of strongly 
nonlinear problems), or Lorentz and Marcinkiewicz spaces (which arise in inter- 
polation theory for linear and nonlinear operators). 
With every ideal space X one may associate its vector-support supp,; this is 
the minimal (with respect to inclusion) Castaing-measurable multi on Q with 
the property that x(s) ~supp~(s) for any XE X. Given an ideal space X, the 
associate space X’ to X consists, by definition, of all functions y E S(Q, @) 
such that y(s) E supp,(s) and I (x, y> I < m (see (1)) for all XE X. Equipped with 
the norm 
(2) llYllx~=suP~(.%Y>: ll4lx~ 117 
X’ is also an ideal space. An ideal space X is called perfect if X coincides with 
its second associate space X”. 
2. MULTI-VALUED SUPERPOSITION OPERATORS 
Recall that the sets Cp(@) and CpCv(lR”) are complete separable metric 
spaces with respect to the Hausdorff metric 
(3) 
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h(A, B) = max{ sup dist(a, B), sup dist(b, A)}, 
C7EA beB 
while the sets Cl(@) and ClCv(@) are complete separable metric spaces with 
respect to the metric 
(4) d(A,B)= i 2-j 
h(AflBj(lRk),BflBj(Rk)) 
,=I 1 +h(A nBj(~k),BnBj(~k)) ’ 
(Here and in what follows, we denote by B,(X) the closed ball with centre at 
0 and radius r>O in a normed space X). The topology induced by the restric- 
tion of the metric (4) to the sets Cp(F?) and CpCv(@) coincides with that in- 
duced by the Hausdorff metric (3). 
A multi f: Q x Rm + P(R”) is called superpositionally measurable (or sup- 
measurable, for short) if, for any (single-valued) function xeS(Q, R”), the 
multi 
(5) w4 =f(s, x(s)) 
is measurable, i.e. belongs to S&&Y(F)). Likewise, f is called weakly super- 
positionally measurable (or weakly sup-measurable, for short) if, for any 
XE S(Q, RF), the multi (5) admits at least a measurable selection. Obviously, 
every sup-measurable multi is also weakly sup-measurable. 
Given a weakly sup-measurable multi f: 52 x lRm + 9’(lR”), the superposition 
operator (or Nemytskij operator) Nf generated by f associates to each 
XE S(Q, R”), by definition, the set of all measurable selections of the multi (.5), 
i.e. 
(6) Nf(x) = { y : y E S(Q, R”), y(s) E Fx(s) for almost all s E Q} . 
An important property of the operator (6) is its local determination; this means 
that x(s) = y(s) almost everywhere on DE Jlk implies that also N/x(s) = Nfy(s) 
almost everywhere on D. Equivalently, this may be expressed as 
(7) p,Nf(x) = p,Nf(p,x) (DfJlt),/ 
where Po denotes the multiplication operator by the characteristic function of 
DE&, i.e. 
PD-m = x0 W(s) = 
x(s) if SED, 
0 
if seD. 
There are two important classes of sup-measurable multis. A multi f: Q x 
fRm -+ Cl(P) is called a CarathPodory multi if f(s, . ) : LV” + Cl(P) is 
continuous for (almost) all SE 52, and f( . , u) : Q + CI(R”) is Castaing- 
measurable for all u E R”‘. More generally, f is called a Shragin multi if there 
exists a null set N,CQ such that, for any closed Bore1 subset CC R”, the set 
{(s, U) : s E Q \ N,, u E F,f(s, u) c C} belongs to A@ am, the minimal product 
algebra generated by the sets ME& and the Bore1 subsets Bc Rm. 
We mention that every CarathCodory multi is a Shragin multi, and every 
Shragin multi is sup-measurable. 
In what follows, we shall be concerned basically with two boundedness 
properties of the superposition operator (6). These boundedness properties are 
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motivated, for instance, by certain problems involving cones in ordered Orlicz 
spaces of vector functions [15]. Given two metric spaces Xc S(Q, IF) and 
Y c S(Q, IR”) and a subset G c X, the operator Nf is called bounded between G 
and p(Y) if, for any bounded subset A4 of G, the image NY(M) = Uxsl NJ(x) 
is bounded in Y. Likewise, NJ is called quasi-bounded if one may choose, for 
any XE M, a function y, E Nf(x) such that the set {y, : x E M} is bounded in Y; 
loosely speaking, this means that one may majorize at least a representative 
system of selections of Nf(M). The notions of locally bounded and locally 
quasi-bounded superposition operators are defined similarly. 
In what follows, we use the notation 
for any bounded subset M of a normed space X. Obviously, this defines two 
disjointly sublinear functionals on Cl(X), i.e. 
IIM+NlI *I llWl*+ IINII *v II~MII *= IAl lb’4 *y 
IIM-tNII*~ llW*+ lINll*, IPMll*= I~lIlW*9 
whenever Mil N= 0. 
We give now two lemmas on the (quasi-)boundedness of the operator (6) on 
the whole space S(Q, IR”). The proofs are straightforward, and so we shall not 
present them. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that f : Q x R” --t Cl(P) is a sup-measurable (resp. weak- 
ly sup-measurable) multi. Then the corresponding superposition operator 
Nf : S(0, LP) -+ .9(S(B, R”)) is bounded (resp. quasi-bounded) if and only if, 
for each r > 0, the scalar function 
Q*(s) = W) IINfW(s)/I * 
(resp. the scalar function 
is finite and measurable on Q; here T(r) denotes the set of all functions 
XE S(Q, I?“) whose graphs are contained (almost everywhere) in Q x B,(W). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that f: Q x fRm + Cl(R”) is a CarathPodory or Shragin 
multi. Then the corresponding superposition operator Nr : S(Q, I?“) + 
Y(S(sZ, I?“)) is bounded (resp. quasi-bounded) if and only if, for each r>O, 
the scalar function 
v*(s) = SUP IIf@? u)ll* 
llull~r 
(resp. the scalar function 
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v*(s) = sup llf(s, u)ll*) 
II4 5’ 
is finite and measurable on Q. 
3. LOCAL BOUNDEDNESS 
The preceding two lemmas characterize the (quasi-)boundedness of multi- 
valued superposition operators in the space S(0, lRk) of all measurable func- 
tions. In this and the following sections, we shall be concerned with 
boundedness properties of superposition operators between ideal spaces. As we 
have distinguished sup-measurability and weak sup-measurability in the 
preceding section, we shall now distinguish acting conditions for Nf between 
two ideal spaces X and Y (i.e. NY(x) c Y for all XE X) from quasi-acting condi- 
tions (i.e. Nf(x)tl Y#0 for all XEX). Without loss of generality, we 
formulate all results for the case of continuous measures (i.e. Q=Q”) and 
discrete measures (i.e. Q = Qnd) separately. 
THEOREM 1. Let XcS(Q, V’) and YcS(Q, I?“) be two ideal spaces over 
Q = Q“, where Y is perfect. Suppose that f : Q x IRm + Cl(R”) is a weakly sup- 
measurable multi. Assume that the interior G of the domain of definition 
g(Ns) of the operator (6), acting between X and g(Y), is non-empty. Then Nf 
is locally bounded on G. 
THEOREM 2. Let XC S(Q, I?“) and YC S(Q IR”) be two ideal spaces over Q = 
Od, where Y is perfect. Suppose that f: Q x fRm + Cl(V) is a weakly sup- 
measurable multi. Assume that the interior G of the domain of definition 
g(Nf) of the operator (6), acting between X and g(Y), is non-empty. For 
sell, let 
4s)={u:uEsuPPx(s),f(s,u)CsuPPy(s)}, 
and denote by rixI(s) the relative interior of I(s) with respect to supp,.Js). 
Then Nf is locally bounded on G if and only if, for almost all SE $2, the 
function 
(9) Mu) = llf(s, u)ll* 
(see (8)) is bounded on each compact subset of rixI(s). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Suppose that the assertion is false. Without loss of 
generality, we may suppose that IIs c G for some 6> 0, and Nf is locally 
unbounded at 0. Then we may find sequences x, E X and y, E Y such that 
(IO) 11~ II5 62-“, yn E N&A I/Y, II > n2”. 
Since Q = Q2”, we may choose a partition {Dn,j : j= 1, . . . ,2”} of Q with 
,ff,(D,,j)=2-” for j= 1, . . . . 2”. For at least one index j(n) we have llPD,,,,,)yn/I > 
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n, since otherwise IIY, 11s n2” contradicting (10). Let 
52 4 m =Dn,j(n) \ CJ Dk,j(k)* 
k=m 
Since 
/J*( fi Dk,j(/cc)S i 2-k=21Pm+0 @+a) 
k=m k=m 
and Y is perfect, we conclude that JIPo,,Y,, II--t llPDn,t,,yn /I as m -+ 00. This 
means that with each n E N we may associate an n’~ /r4, n’>n, such that 
IIPQn,,Y,I/ >n. By induction, we thus may construct a sequence nr,nz, . . . . nk= 
nk- Ir . . . of natural numbers such that the sets Qk=Qnk,nk+, are mutually 
disjoint and satisfy 
&@k) < zmnk9 IiPi2,_hk Ii> nk. 
The function x,= C,“=, P,,x,,, belongs then to G, since 
/x*II i i ]IPQ,XJ % i 62-k = 6. 
k=l k=l 
Now, by the local determination of the operator N, (see (7)), we have 
Pn,Nf(x,) = Pn,N~(PQ,x,) = PQ,Nf(x,,J Since Y,, E Nf(x,J, we further con- 
clude that PQxynke PQ,Nf(x,,,)= PQ,Nf(x,). By assumption, the multi f is 
weakly sup-measurable, and hence we may find a measurable function 
YO E: NJ&.). Let 
Y*(S) = 
1 
Y,,(s) if SEnk, 
YOM if seSZO, 
where 52, = Q \ IJz=, Qk. Since Pn, y, = PQ, y,,, E PQ,Nf(x*), on the one hand, 
and P,,y,= PQoyo~ PQ,Nf(x,), on the other, we have Y*E Nf(x*). But 
I/Y,/1 2 \IpQ,Y,II = IIpQ,Y,,II >*k-+ ‘=, 
a contradiction. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Assume first that the function (9) is bounded on each 
compact subset of rixI(s), and suppose again that B,(X) C_ G for some 6>0, 
and Nf is locally unbounded at 0. For each s E 52, the inclusion 
B,(X) n supp,&) c ri,yZ(s) 
holds. Without loss of generality, let Q be of the form Q= SZd= {srr.sZ, . .. ,s,, . . .}, 
and let pn=p{sn+,,sn+, ,...1 denote the multiplication operator by the charac- 
teristic function of {s, + t, s, + 2, . . . }.. By the boundedness of the function (9), all 
the numbers 
c, = i: sup{ /I WI] :14' Ef @k, u), IIp{sr, u I/ 5@ 
k=l 
are finite. Since Nr is locally unbounded at 0, by assumption, we find 
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sequences x,, E X and yn E Y such that 
(11) Ilx,II’~2-“, u,+(%I), IIY,Il>c,+n* 
By the perfectness of Y, we have li(Z- Pm)ynII -+ I( y,II as m + 03. This means 
that with each no tN we may associate an n’~ N, n’>n, such that II(Z-Z’,,)y,II > 
c, + n, hence 
By induction, we may construct a sequence n,, n2, . . ..n.=rz_,,,.. of natural 
numbers such that 
II (pn, - pn,+, lx,, 11 s a2-““, II lpn, - pn, + ,)Yn, II ’ nk * 
The function x, = C,“=, (P,,, - P,,,, ,)x,, belongs then to G, since 
Choose any function y, E Nf(x*) and put 
y*= i (p,,-p,,+l)Yll*+(Z-p,,)Yo. 
k=l 
Then y,~N’(x*), but 
IIYziII z Il(p,,-p,,+,)Y*/I = II(Pnp-P,,+,)YnxIl>nk-t O”* 
again a contradiction. This proves the “if” part of Theorem 2. To prove the 
“only if” part, we have to show that the local boundedness of the operator (6) 
on G implies the boundedness of the function (9) on each compact subset of 
rixZ(s). By the classical Heine-Bore1 theorem, it suffices in turn to prove that, 
for fixed soeO, the function /IS, is locally bounded at each uo~rixZ(so). 
For u. E rixZ(so) we have also 
for 6 > 0 sufficiently small. Given u E U, and x E Be (X) c G with x(so) = 0, we 
have 
(12) Nf(P{so} 2.4+ ps2 \ {so} x)(s) = 
i 
f(SOY u) if s=s,, 
p~\(,)Nf(pn\{,)x)(s) if s+~o. 
We show that all elements z E X with I(z - Pf,) u. II <E = min(6, Q} belong to G. 
By the local boundedness of Nr on G, this implies the local boundedness of 
f(so. .) at u. as claimed. Thus, for these elements z we get 
ers> llz-p{,}~oII = IIk(~o)-~o)x{so) +pQ\{,)zll 
1 max{ IIW0) - ~OkqxO} II, IIPQ\ tso} ~111, 
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which shows, in particular, that Z(Q) E U,. The statement follows now from 
(12). 0 
4. LOCAL QUASI-BOUNDEDNESS 
In this section, we shall derive parallel results for the local quasi-boundedness 
of the operator (6) between ideal spaces. To this end, a further notion is in 
order. We say that an ideal space Y has the Fatouproperty if, whenever B: $2 + 
Cl(lR”) is a measurable multi such that the set Y, of all selections y E Y of B is 
non-empty, and D, EJ@ is a sequence of sets with D, 7 Q, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let XC S(0, R”) and YC S(Q, R”) be two ideal spaces over D = 
Q’, where Y is perfect and has the Fatou property. Suppose that f : !2 x I? -+ 
Cl(P) is a sup-measurable multi. Assume that the interior G of the domain of 
definition $@(Nf) of the operator (6), quasi-acting between X and 9(Y), is 
non-empty. Then Nf is locally quasi-bounded on G. 
THEOREM 4. Let XC S(Q, I?“) and YC S(Q, R”) be two ideal spaces over 52 = 
&, where Y is perfect and has the Fatou property. Suppose that f : !2 x Rm + 
Cl(W) is a sup-measurable multi. Assume that the interior G of the domain of 
definition @Nf) of the operator (6), quasi-acting between X and P(Y), is 
non-empty. For s E Q, let 
J(s)={u: uESUPPX(S),f(S,U)nsuPP,(s)fPI}, 
and denote by rix J(s) the relative interior of J(s) with respect to supp*(s). 
Then Nf is locally quasi-bounded on G if and only if, for almost all s E Q, the 
function 
(13) Y,(U) = Ilf(& u)ll* 
(see (8)) is bounded on each compact subset of rix J(s). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we suppose that 
B,(x) c G for some 6 > 0, and Nf is locally unbounded at 0. Choose sequences 
x, E X and yn E Y such that 
(14) llxnll~~2-“> Knin/, a+ 1-c IIY,II 5 llNf(~n)l/*+ 1. 
Let {D,,j:j= 1, . . . . 2”) be a partition of Q with p*(D,,j) = 2-” for j= 1, . . . ,2”. 
Since the functionals (8) are disjointly subadditive, we have 
Consequently, for at least one index j(n) we have IIPD.,,,~~Nf(xn)Il*>n. Let 
52 n,m be defined as in the proof of Theorem 1. Since Y has the Fatou property, 
we conclude that IIPQ,,,zNf(x,,)ll.+ IIPDn,,,nlNJ(x,)ll, as m--f 03. This means that 
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with each no N we may associate an ~‘EN, n’>n, such that l/Po,,,.N~(x~)ll*>n. 
By induction, we construct a sequence nt,n2, . . . , nk=nipl ,___ of natural 
numbers such that the sets Qk=Q;2nk,nk+, are mutually disjoint and satisfy 
11(*(Qk)<2-““, ih,~f(-%&z>~k* 
The function x,= C,“_, Po,x,,, belongs then to G, since 
/Ix*lI 5 : IIP$-&X,, I/ 5 E 62mk =6. 
k=l k-l 
By the quasi-acting hypothesis on N’, we find a function y* E Nf(x*) tl Y. But 
the relation Po, y, E Pn,Nf(x*) fl Y implies that 
IIY*ll r /Ip& 2 ~Ip~kNf(x*)II*= /IPf21Nf(Xn&>nk+ 0°9 
a contradiction. 0 
The Proof of Theorem 4 is completely analogous to that of Theorem 2, and 
therefore we shall drop it. 
5. BOUNDEDNESS AND QUASI-BOUNDEDNESS 
Following the terminology of [2], we shall call an ideal space X a split space 
if one can find a sequence a(n) of natural numbers, depending only on X, with 
the following property: given a sequence of functions x,, E B, (X) with disjoint 
supports, one can decompose each x, in the form 
(1% x,=x,,1 + ... +x,.0(,) 
such that the functions x,, ,, . . . ,x,,~~,~ are also mutually disjoint, and for each 
choice s = (s(l), . . . , s(n), . . . ) of natural numbers s(n) E { 1, . . . , o(n)} the function 
x3= c;_, X,,,(,) belongs also to B,(X). As a matter of fact, almost all ideal 
spaces arising in applications are split spaces. In particular, every Orlicz space 
L, (equipped with the usual Luxemburg norm) is a split space (see [l], [2]). 
Since in case Q =Qd there exist only trivial split spaces, we shall restrict 
ourselves to the case Q=Q2” in what follows. 
THEOREM 5. Let XC S(Q, R”‘) and YC S(Q, I?) be two ideal spaces over Q = 
Qc, where X is a split space, and Y is perfect. Suppose that f : Q x fRm + Cl( R”) 
is a weakly sup-measurable multi. Assume that the interior G of the domain of 
definition %3(Nf) of the operator (6), acting between X and .9’(Y), is non- 
empty. Then Nf is bounded on each ball contained in G. 
THEOREM 6. Let XcS(Q, IR”) and YcS(Q II?“) be two ideal spaces over 
Q = Qc, where X is a split space, and Y is perfect and has the Fatou property. 
Suppose that f: X2 x lRm -+ Cl(P) is a sup-measurable multi. Assume that the 
interior G of the domain of definition !2?(Nf) of the operator (6), quasi-acting 
between X and 9(Y), is non-empty. Then NJ is quasi-bounded on each ball 
contained in G. 
PROOFOFTHEOREM 5. We may suppose that B,(X) c G and Nf is unbounded 
on B1 (X). Choose sequences zn E X and y, E Y such that 
(16) llzn II 5 1, Y, E N’W, ll~n II 2 2”Wn), 
where a(n) is the sequence occuring in the definition of the split space X. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may associate with the functions yn a se- 
quence of mutually disjoint subsets Q, such that p&2,)12-” and IIPo,y,/I > 
no(n). The functions x,, = Pn,zn belong then to B,(X) and have disjoint sup- 
ports. Decompose each function x,, in the form (15), and choose a cor- 
responding partition {D,,, r, . . . , D,,o~,,} of Q,, such that Xn,j vanishes outside 
D, j(j= 1, . . . , D(n)). Since 
000 
PQ,Y, ~Po,N~(xn) = C &~,,N~(xn), 
,=I 
we have 
o(n) o(n) 
(17) IIPQ,YnII = lljC, PLL,,ynII -, ~h,,yJ 
Consequently, we may choose indices s(n) E { 1,. . . , o(n)} such that IIPDn,5cnl y, II> n, 
by (16). Let x,= C,“=, x,,,(,), where x,,~(~) =Pg,,scn,xn. Since X is a split space, 
we have x, E B, (X), and hence Nf(xJ L Y. Fix ye E Nf(x*), and let 
Y*(S) = 
p&,s,,, yn 6) if s E D, s(n), 
Yo (4 if SED,, 
where DO = Q \ U km_ , Dk, s(k) . As in the proof of Theorem 3, we conclude that, 
on the one hand, y,~ Nf(x.J, and, on the other, 
IIY*II 2 Ilp&~,“,Y*lI = llp&&,Yn II ‘n + 03, 
a contradiction. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Supposing again that NJ is unbounded on B,(X), 
choose sequences z, E X and yn E Y such that 
(18) llznll~l, Knin-, ~“~~~~~+~~ll~nII~ll~~~zn~ll~+~, 
where IIMII* is defined as in (8). Define sZ,,Xn,Xn,j, and D,,j as in the proof of 
the preceding Theorem 5. The estimate (17) reads now 
o(n) o(fo 
(19) IIPn,Nf(xn)lI~= II C %,,Nf(zn)II*~ C II%.,Nf(zn)IIw 
,=I ,=I 
by the disjoint subaddivity of the functional (8). Fixing indices so 
11, .**, o(n)) with IIbnn, N’&z,J II* > n, let x, = C ,“= , -G,~(~), 
pDn.sw,xfl * Further, choosing y* E Nf(x.J fl Y, we get 
where x,,,~(,,) = 
IIY*II 2 IIPD,,,,,~~Y*I/ 2 IlP~~,~~,Nf(~~)ll*>n, 
the same contradiction as before. 0 
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Observe that the local boundedness properties of the operator (6) have been 
ensured by specific properties of the “target space” Y (namely the perfectness 
property, see Theorems 1 and 2, or Fatou property, see Theorems 3 and 4), 
while the global boundedness properties of the operator (6) are due to specific 
properties of the “source space” X (namely the split property, see Theorems 
5 and 6). As far as continuity properties of the multivalued nonlinear super- 
position operator (6) are concerned, the situation is quite different. In contrast 
to linear operators, a nonlinear operator may be bounded without being con- 
tinuous, or continuous without being bounded. A parallel study of the 
multivalued nonlinear superposition operator (6) from the viewpoint of 
continuity will be carried out in a subsequent paper. 
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